Abstract
Conventional money depends upon scarcity to maintain its value and for this reason there will never be enough CM to do all the things that we need to do, for example provide education, care and opportunities. To do this, a new kind of money is needed. ebarts is a multi-platform, global digital currency. ebarts is based on barter, and is created by the users as they buy and sell from one another. It is a system of transferrable IOUs. Because ebarts is created by the users, there will always be enough currency to facilitate exchange, potentially opening up a new social economy. ebarts is the basis of democratic money.
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productive economic activity simply because CM is not able to facilitate the exchange of goods and services.

**Digital Money**
Conventionally, Money is no longer backed by gold. It is fiat money – ‘a promise to pay the bearer’. It has no intrinsic value; it is just an IOU from a Central Bank, which is backed by that nation’s tax-payers. Money is simply information, and most of it is digital. Only 3% of money is cash, the rest is just digital data.

Consequently, technology enables us to create new digital currencies. Many of these currencies are bought with CM (Facebook Credits (FB) [4], iMoney [5]). Others are issued and redeemed by large organisations (airmiles, reward points).

Bitcoin has demonstrated the potential of a peer-to-peer currency, but like CM its value is based on scarcity. Bitcoin is based on the model of gold [6]. Immense fluctuations in value caused by speculative buying and selling of bitcoin have occurred, similar to the gold market.

A new type of democratic digital currency is required. It needs to be complementary to CM. It will be democratic because it is created by the users, and draws its value from the enormous untapped resources within our communities.

**Barter and Exchange**
In times of economic crisis people turn to bartering. During the 1930s a barter currency was set up in Switzerland to enable businesses to keep trading. Today the WIR is used by over 60,000 businesses and is credited with having stabilised the Swiss economy [7]. When Argentina defaulted in 2001, hundreds of barter clubs sprung up, where people could go to exchange goods and services [8]. At the height of the crisis over two million people were dependent upon them for their survival.

All over the world local exchange schemes, time-banks and local currencies have been set up to encourage local trade and the reuse and sharing of resources [9, 10, 11]. These have been very successful at supporting the elderly, keeping local businesses open, creating a sense of community, and rewarding volunteering.

Barter currencies are not just for the desperate, nor the worthy. Business to Business Barter is now well established; in 2009 it was worth $12bn in the US, and growing rapidly [12]. However, by their nature barter currencies are exclusive and inflexible, and therefore limited. Unlike CM they do not have a standardised measure of value. They are only tradable within closed groups. What is required is a common, global barter currency.

**ebarts**
ebarts is a new global digital barter currency with the potential to be as secure, useful and ubiquitous as CM. ebarts aims to enable a thriving, global, barter economy by providing a common currency for use across the existing barter and exchange sector. It will open the barter sector to new people, groups and businesses.

ebarts is a multi-platform currency designed to supplement CM by enabling economic activities which CM cannot. ebarts can help to stabilise economies because it is counter-cyclical.
How ebarts Work

A set of ebarts apps are being developed to demonstrate ebarts to potential user communities. It will be possible for ebarts users to trade via their mobile phones and the web. A web plug-in is also being developed to allow other trading websites to allow the use of ebarts. A user-centred design approach has meant that early on use cases and user-interface screen shots have already been developed.

Users will open an ebarts account. Each account is opened with the promise that ‘I will give back what I take’. Individuals, businesses and community groups can open accounts. Accounts start on zero, and a trading limit is set. This is like an overdraft limit, but it also restricts the amount of credit in an account. This is in order to keep the ebarts circulating.

Traders set the price of goods and services exchanged. Transactions in ebarts are made by debiting the buyer’s account and crediting the seller’s account by the same amount. Every debt is balanced by a credit, making the sum total of all ebarts accounts zero.

Account-holders do not have to earn ebarts before they spend them, they can go into ‘debt’. When they spend they are creating an IOU: a promise to repay their debt to the system. This is the way currency is created. A healthy ebarts account will have a high throughput and fluctuate regularly either side of zero. The sidebar screen shots show how this is represented. Ebarts is simply a ‘medium of exchange’. There is no point hoarding or saving ebarts.

Account-holders will also have a ‘credit rating’ generated by their trading history, expressed as a percentage. The ebarts system employs machine learning to assess the frequency, value, customer feedback and interconnectivity (how many trading partners) of each account-holder to update their credit rating. This in turn will be used to alter the account-holder’s trading limit – increasing it in accordance with their previous use of ebarts.

Ebarts is based on trust, and the system is transparent and self-regulating. The user’s graphic ‘heart-beat’ and credit rating will be visible to all other account-holders. Furthermore, all transactions must be confirmed by both buyer and seller, or the donor and recipient. There is no obligation to trade with someone; transactions can be turned down if there is doubt.

Every account-holder will have a profile on ebarts.com where they can advertise what they have to offer and what they want. Account holders can also trade on participating websites through an ebarts plug-in. Ebarts will also be tradable in shops, markets and face to face between traders via mobiles and hand-held devices. Many transactions will be dual currency, as ebarts is used by local retailers and businesses as part-payment for goods and services. Businesses and individuals can donate to Community Groups, who in turn can use ebarts to pay ‘volunteers’.

Ebarts has no value outside the system. It is not underwritten or backed by the platform provider, its value lies entirely in the mutual trust between traders. Because of no one is compelled to trade, along with the transparency of trading in the system, and the fact that every credit is linked to a debit, the opportunities and incentives for fraud are limited.
If a trader spends with no intention of providing goods and services in the future, they are limited by the trading limit on their account. Those with whom they trade will still receive credit for the goods and services provided. Furthermore, their dishonest trading will have created currency to circulate within the system. Unusual trading behaviour will be identified, and accounts can be frozen if necessary.

**Conclusion**

Collaborative consumption and social networking are growing. ebarts will build on this success, and create new trusted networks of exchange. ebarts has been designed to:

- enable people to trade without CM,
- reduce waste and energy consumption by encouraging local trade, and the sharing and re-use of resources,
- and, bring social networks to life, in real communities, unleashing the potential of people’s natural entrepreneurship and individual talents.

ebarts provides a new means of exchange and has the potential to enable a new social economy, which brings social networks to life in local communities. ebarts provides a basis for democratic money.
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